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Natural worlds
Sita Brahmachari

Sounding out the flinty nature of words

I have to go back to a time before I could read to reflect on how the natural world has impacted 

on me and continues to live in me and through my words.  

Some of my earliest memories are of being in the presence of the awesome force of the 

natural world as a child growing up in the Lake District. The slate grey brooding mountains, the 

fells, the streams, becks and waterfalls all worked their magic on the open portal of my young 

imagination. Long before I read Wordsworth’s poem ‘The Prelude’, I imagined in the landscape 

a host of characters: fairy folk to gnarled ogres, water spirits, slate people and ancient fell-roam-

ing ghosts taking the form of humans, birds, fell ponies, otters and deer.

These meetings I would distil into words and stories and sometimes I’d relate them to my 

family, if they were inclined to listen! I felt, and still feel, that the first character that was written 

in me was the landscape out of which I grew. 

This free roaming in story worlds was in stark contrast to the experience of learning to read, 

a painfully containing process also experienced by my own children. They learned to read in 

much the way I did: walking with sharp stones in their shoes, stumbling over words that failed 

to capture their wild imaginations, growing tired and bored of spelling and ‘sounding out’ before 

the word river had the power to catch them in its current.

While my children negotiated the flinty nature of words, in Norway my nephews of the same 

age were learning to balance on a piece of wood over a stream, trek through meadows, build a 

fire and climb trees. When they finally met the word on the page, they seemed to make easy 
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transitions from their experience of the natural world. 

Musing on this contrast took me back to my own feeling about words as a child. I could 

read…I could understand that placing several letters together could make a word…that I could 

print on a page and it would make the magical creature that flew through the sky at dawn and 

dusk, white wings, brown-tipped, bright staring eyes and twisting head, into a creature that 

others would recognise too as an ‘o w l’…and that calling it an ‘owl’ would help me to transport 

some of what I had seen, felt and heard swooping through my mind, but those three letters 

seemed to distil something grand in nature into less than it could be in word. How could this 

magical creation of the natural world, crouching in a barn or flying ahead of me on a walk to a 

mountain tarn, be contained by the word ‘owl’? 

For a long time, I didn’t want to name it. Luckily for me, I learned to spell by a phonetic 

method that soon went out of fashion because critics pointed out that children had to learn to 

spell twice! I have discovered that many writers of my generation learned to write using this 

method. True, I’d never win a Spelling Bee contest but the method encouraged me to pound out 

words at speed, lots of words, to collect and collate them, cross-match letters and sounds until 

I was able to reach for the soaring, crouching, head-twirling, fell-roaming owl through my own 

words. Before I learned that an owl ‘hooted’, and before I knew how to spell the word ‘true’, I 

wrote that the sound an owl makes is to ‘truw truw’. 

The freedom that transferring childhood roamings in nature to phonetic words in my own 

impossible-to-decipher hand-made books gave me, has stayed with me. It’s why I keep going… 

the owl is never as beautiful in word as it is in nature…but once the hunt is on, it’s too compel-

ling not to try at least to capture its flight in this mark-making. 
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